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Background: Chronic pain following limb amputations is now a recognized chronic pain syndrome usually described in a combination of phantom and stump pain. Both stump and phantom pain continue to be significant treatment challenges. If pharmacotherapy does not provide effective analgesia for stump pain, a clinician has interventional options that frequently give only transient benefit, or have a high chance of failure in the long run.

Methods: We selected 2 patients with primarily stump pain and difficulty tolerating the limb prosthesis. After a positive response to segmental nerve root blocks at L4 and L5, pulsed radiofrequency (PRF) was performed to the dorsal root ganglia (DRG).

Results: Both patients experienced 50% pain relief or better for 6 months. Each patient tolerated the prosthetic limb and could function at a higher level.

Conclusion: PRF treatment of the DRG at the L4 and L5 nerve root level may be a therapeutic option for patients with peripherally mediated intractable stump pain. A decrease in pain intensity and improved toleration of the limb prosthesis was appreciated in both patients.
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Every year, nearly 185,000 persons undergo a limb amputation in the United States (1,2). Many of these individuals then go on to develop secondary pain syndromes such as phantom limb pain, stump pain, and back pain. The prevalence of post-amputation stump pain varies widely from 10% to 76%, depending on the study quoted (2-6). Such variability exists due to several reasons. First, the incidence of stump pain often changes in relation to the amount of time that has elapsed since the amputation. Second, studies often do not make a clear distinction between stump pain and phantom pain. Third, even with clear definitions, it is often difficult for patients to be able to differentiate between the 2 types of pain (5,6). Nevertheless, stump pain afflicts many patients who have undergone limb amputation (7). Often, this secondary pain condition impairs their function and rehabilitation more than the amputation itself.
The etiology of stump pain can often be determined in clinical practice. Chronic stump pain may occur as a result of skin pathology, vascular insufficiency, infection, bone spurs, or neuromas (3,4,6). Frequently pain practitioners are faced with treating pain related to neuroma formation in the stump. Pharmaceutical agents consisting of a combination of antiepileptic, antidepressants, and analgesics are the first line of management (8). Very commonly in clinical practice however, even this multimodal approach may fail to bring satisfactory relief. Local injections into the stump neuroma commonly render short-term relief with risk of infection. Furthermore, patients who are considered for surgical neurectomy of the stump are at risk for poor wound healing and infection of the stump.

Pulsed radiofrequency (PRF) has gained popularity in recent years for the treatment of neuropathic pain because of its minimally destructive nature (9,10). Continuous radiofrequency (CRF) which uses high frequency (500 kHz) electrical current to generate high tissue temperature (80 – 90°C) has long been used to treat non-malignant pain (11,12). CRF involves thermal coagulation of neural structures and has found more use in pain derived from somatic structures such as zygapophysial joints. Multiple authors have cautioned against the use of radiofrequency ablation for neuropathic pain because of the potential to cause dysesthesia, hypesthesias, deafferentation, and motor weakness (10,13).

On the other hand PRF has been accepted in clinical practice as a safer alternative to CRF particularly when applied for the treatment of neuropathic pain. PRF exposes a target neural structure to high frequency current (300 – 500 kHz) for very brief intervals of time (20 msec) followed by a silent period (480 msec) so as to allow for heat dissipation. Thus the electrode tip does not exceed 42°C. Electron microscopic evaluation of rabbit dorsal root ganglia (DRG) exposed to PRF at 42°C have revealed increased cytoplasmic vacuolization and enlarged endoplasmic reticulum compared to sham RF and control groups at 2 weeks post lesioning (14). PRF results in no cell or nuclear membrane disruption as seen in rabbit DRG exposed to CRF at 67°C.

While the analgesic mode of action of CRF is understood, PRF has not been explained. PRF is thought to induce changes in C-fos expression at the level of the dorsal horn that may then result in less central excitation from afferent C fibers (15). Despite shortcomings in the knowledge of cellular analgesic mechanisms, clinicians have reported successful treatment of various neuropathic pain states for nearly a decade (16). A recent case series and one retrospective evaluation have reported favorable results in patients with chronic post-surgical inguinal and thoracic pain by exposure of the corresponding DRG to PRF (17,18).

We present 2 cases in which we performed PRF more proximally at the level of the DRG to modulate pain at the distal stump site.

**Methods**

In our case study we identified 2 patients with primarily stump pain caused by neuromas. We were careful to select patients without significant phantom limb pain. Both patients had localized pain over the stump described as burning, sharp, stabbing or electrical sensations. The 2 patients had received infiltration of the neuroma sites with 1% lidocaine rendering complete but temporary relief. In addition both patients struggled to use a prosthetic lower extremity because of pain and sensitivity of the stump.

The 2 patients were carefully screened by physical exam for location of stump neuromas. In both cases the major nerve(s) thought to contribute to the stump was the sciatic nerve, and possibly the saphenous nerve in the first case. The main sensory dorsal root ganglia contributing to these peripheral nerves are at the levels of L4 (common to saphenous and sciatic nerves), L5, S1, and S2 (sciatic nerve only) (19). The DRGs of L4 and L5 are accessible without surgical intervention, and therefore were chosen as targets.

Initial diagnostic selective nerve root blocks were performed under fluoroscopic guidance at the L4 and L5 levels. Non-ionic contrast (isovue-M300, Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton NJ) was initially injected to outline the contour of the spinal nerve and determine the maximum volume of local anesthetic that would avoid significant central epidural spread. The volume of local anesthetic injected ranged between 0.5 – 1.0 mL of 2% preservative-free lidocaine. A reduction in visual analog scale (VAS) of 50% or more was accepted as a positive response to the nerve blocks lasting for at least one hour. Within the analgesic time effectiveness of lidocaine, both patients were asked to wear their respective prosthesis and to ambulate. A better tolerated prosthetic, as reported by the patient, was also used to determine the effectiveness of the block.

The patients were then scheduled for PRF of the DRG at the levels of L4 and L5 vertebral levels. As with diagnostic blocks, informed consent was obtained.
The patient was placed in the prone position with the lumbosacral region prepped with iodophor solution and sterile towels. One to 2 milliliters of lidocaine 1% was used for local anesthesia of the skin prior to the placement of the RF needle. A C-arm fluoroscopy machine was used for visualization during the sterile placement of the RF electrode (22-G, 10 cm needle, with a 10 mm active tip, Radionics, Burlington, MA). On fluoroscopy, this corresponded to the dorsal-cranial quadrant of the intervertebral foramen on lateral view (Fig. 1), and on antero-posterior view the tip was located midway into the pedicle column (Fig. 2). Once the electrode was appropriately positioned, the stylet was then replaced by the radiofrequency probe (SMK-TC 5, Radionics, Burlington, MA). The final physiologic testing for each patient treated was as follows: (1) Sensory stimulation (50 Hz) in the range was 0.33 – 0.47 volts that created paresthesia in the stump and/or amputated extremity (reported in the calf and foot). The impedances in the foramen ranged from 230 to 285. The radiofrequency generator (RFG-3C Plus; Radionics, Inc., Burlington, MA) was used for all lesions. Each patient was treated with PRF at 42°C for 120 seconds. No local anesthetic was injected around the nerve root prior to treatment.

**Case Report #1**

A 39-year-old woman had a left below the knee amputation (BKA) 5 months prior to her initial visit at our clinic. She presented complaining of left side stump pain. Her BKA was the result of an ankle fracture four years prior which had required multiple surgeries and was then further complicated by osteomyelitis. Since her amputation, she had experienced constant, electric shock-like sensations shooting from her left stump up to her knee. On exam, there were no areas of redness, swelling, or other signs of infection at the stump site. However, she did have 2 specific points of severe tenderness along the posterolateral and anteromedial aspects of the stump with a positive Tinel’s sign. She was treated for these neuromas with gabapentin, nortriptyline, and a transdermal lidocaine patch. She was also prescribed an opioid regimen (oxycodone/acetaminophen) after having first been evaluated by our pain psychologist. This medical regimen provided her with modest relief. Because of side-effects and lack of benefit, she ceased taking opioids. We offered her cryoablation at the neuroma sites, but she was apprehensive to try any interventions at the stump site given her history of osteomyelitis.
After fulfilling our diagnostic criteria, the patient underwent PFR of the L4 and L5 DRG. Sensory stimulation at 50 Hz was felt in the stump and the amputated calf. She reported a 90% pain reduction for 2 months after the procedure. Her pain then returned, albeit to a much more tolerable level than before with an overall reduction of 50% at 6 months follow up. She was able to better tolerate her prosthetic limb and as a result had improved ambulation. She was then lost to follow up.

Case Report #2

A 48-year-old woman with a past medical history of chronic pain from spondylosis of the neck developed spontaneous gangrene of unclear etiology in her right lower extremity requiring a BKA. She presented to our clinic 3 months after her BKA complaining of constant, sharp, burning pain in her stump radiating up her thigh. Physical examination revealed significant sensitivity on the posterior aspect of the stump with a positive Tinel's sign. At this point, she was already taking gabapentin 2700mg daily, extended-release morphine 100mg BID, and hydromorphone 4mg 1 – 2 tabs per day as needed with an inadequate analgesic effect. We switched her from the morphine to methadone 30 TID and continued with the gabapentin and hydromorphone. She tried lidocaine patches, and citalopram without significant benefit. She was unable to tolerate her prosthetic limb despite trialing various types and participated in no rehabilitation.

She was successfully treated with PRF of the L4 and L5 DRG with a 70% reduction in VAS. She still has some residual, intermittent pain in the medial and posterior aspects of her stump. She stopped her hydromorphone but continued the methadone for chronic neck pain. Also, she was finally able to tolerate her prosthesis and had sustained treatment benefit for 6 months. She expired from other medical causes prior to her return for a repeat PRF treatment.

Discussion

We report on 2 patients with intractable stump pain following BKA who were managed with PRF of the DRG corresponding to the peripheral nerves, mainly sciatic. Both patients responded very favorably for half a year. Interestingly, the patients benefited despite our inability to perform PRF of the S1 and S2 DRG. The reasons for this could be that most of the stump neuroma was influenced by the L4 and L5 lumbar DRG or that treatment of those segments is adequate to induce changes in the dorsal horn in a multisegmental fashion in the conus medularis that lead to pain suppression. In any event, the reduction in pain intensity and time sensitive success are consistent with prior studies and case series (9,10,16-18).

Painful neuromas of an amputated limb represent a significant treatment challenge and there is little in the way of evidence-based medicine to guide therapy (8). Neuromas are thought to be found in 20% of patients complaining of stump pain (8). It has been thought that both peripheral and central mechanisms contribute to the state of stump pain. Peripheral mechanisms include ectopic neural activity originating from afferent fibers in a neuroma or spontaneous activity in DRG neurons due to the activation of tetrodotoxin-resistant (TTX-R) sodium channel subtypes (20). Altered sodium channel expression is common in injured neurons. Central mechanisms include cortical reorganization and spinal cord sensitization (21). Diagnostic blocks therefore at the level of the DRG should help the clinician sort out the degree of peripheral versus central pain generators.

Treatments for stump pain can be divided into those whose aim is to prevent the formation of stump pain and those targeted for already established stump pain. Lambert et al (22) compared preoperative epidural and intraoperative perineural analgesia for prevention of postoperative stump pain. They demonstrated that a preoperative epidural provided better relief of stump pain than a perineural catheter. Overall investigations of epidural analgesia and peripheral nerve techniques have not been shown provide a definitive benefit and so are not used routinely. Sakai et al (23) theorized that preventing neuroma formation might also significantly decrease the incidence of post-amputation stump pain. Techniques to prevent neuroma formation include, nerve transposition or ligation, embedding the nerve end in bone or muscle, and capping the nerve stump with a nerve graft, epineurium, or atelocollagen (23). However, most of these techniques are still in experimental stages. In short, there is no prevention modality proven to significantly and consistently reduce the incidence of stump pain.

For already established stump pain, treatments can be based on the specific etiology of stump pain. Conservative therapy includes medical management, TENS therapy, refitting of the prosthesis, or trigger point injections (8). Medical management is comprised...
of antidepressants, anticonvulsants, opioids, systemic or topical local anesthetics, sympatholytic agents, or capsaicin cream (24). A study by Wu et al (21) demonstrated that intravenous lidocaine helped attenuate stump pain in some patients. Jacobsen et al (25) demonstrated that intrathecal fentanyl was effective in reducing stump pain. In many cases, it is not uncommon for stump pain to fail to respond adequately to a rational poly-pharmacologic approach.

There has been little documentation, even based on anecdotal reports, of effective interventions for stump pain. A study by Kern et al (26) demonstrated that Botulinum toxin can also help alleviate stump pain. Patients may be reluctant to have stump injections because of prior infections or wound healing issues. Sometimes, surgical stump revision which may benefit 50% of patients might be necessary (27). For example, shaving off a bony spur, resecting a neuroma, or debriding an infection at the stump site might be helpful. But one must remember that surgery can further extend the incision and thus the potential for more pain generators. Also, there is always a possibility of creating a new neuroma (28). In the case of neuroma, some pain physicians have tried dorsal root entry zone lesions with unfortunately poor long-term relief (29). Nerve blocks performed at the level of the stump, sympathetic chain, or in the territory of a peripheral nerve with a mixture of local anesthetic and steroid are usually in the majority of patients of transient benefit (8). Finally, spinal cord stimulation may offer more continuous pain alleviation, but the patients may be of significant medical risk since many have diabetes, chronic renal insufficiency, on going infections, and require chronic anticoagulation. The analgesia of spinal cord stimulation may dwindle over time in more than half the patients who initially report good effect (30).

Application of PRF to the DRG(s) corresponding to a painful peripheral nerve injury may offer new advantages. The first is that patient comfort and compliance are enhanced because there is no direct invasion of a painful area. The second is that local complications of stump infection can be avoided. The third is that the clinician can employ fluoroscopy to effectively guide the needle or electrode to the precise segmental nerve and DRG. This is then followed by physiologic testing that can help discern a more precise level of treatment. The application of PRF to the DRG as opposed to the peripheral nerve may have therapeutic advantages particularly in chronic postthoracotomy pain as suggested by Cohen and Foster (13). In this small retrospective analysis, patients treated with PRF at the DRG experienced on average of 4.74 months of relief as opposed to 2.87 months if the treatment occurred at the level of the intercostal nerve.

Finally most pre-clinical studies have attempted to investigate the mechanisms by which PRF treatment of the DRG brings about analgesia. Higuchi et al (31) demonstrated that PRF to rat DRG produced increased c-fos expression in laminae I and II of the dorsal horn compared to sham treatments. Another study by Van Zundert et al. demonstrated increased dorsal horn c-fos expression in rats that underwent PRF or CRF (at 67°C) of the DRG at 1 week post treatment (15). Interestingly both conventional RF and PRF treatment of the rat DRG induces similar changes in c-fos expression. It is not known how the change in c-fos expression in response to electrical fields then induces analgesia. Needless to say more preclinical and clinical work is needed to elucidate the mechanisms of PRF and its therapeutic applications to daily patient care.

**Conclusion**

Pulsed radiofrequency treatment of the dorsal root ganglia at the L4 and L5 nerve root level may be a treatment option for patients with peripherally mediated intractable stump pain. Decreased VAS scores and improved use of the prosthetic limb was observed in both of our patients.
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